
Howards Corner 
State of the Church 
The Church of today is totally devoid of any understanding of the gospel. We have been entirely 
devoid of any understanding of what is going on in the world. We have put our trust in religions 
and denominations and in worldly thoughts. When I read of the things that are going on today, I 
cringe because I do not hear the so-called churches of today even recognizing what is happening 
in society today. Is your head buried in the sand? Do you not even read the news? Are you not 
aware that children as young as 5 years old are being encouraged to change their sex 
identification. This is happening in this country which is the last frontier of Christianity in the 
world. Have I lost my sanity or is the rest of the world lost their sanity? We are asleep and have 
lost any understanding of the word of God. I could go on about children in schools being 
encouraged to be animals and even worms and the dumb wits that are in control are servants of 
Satan even thought they do not realize it. I will add that the so-called churches are also in the 
control of Satan but don’t realize that they have left the word of God and have followed the 
worlds ways.  

I have said before that the church of today is asleep but now, I go further and say you of the 
organized church which you call Christianity and the church of Jesus Christ have joined yourselves 
to the world and abandoned the true gospel of salvation by grace and have united with the world 
view of let’s get alone with everyone without consideration of the cost of the kingdom of God. 
While I say this, I also say there are exceptions for there are those that have been born again with 
the spirit of the Lord Jesus, but we are in the minority in the organized church of today. I have 
been battling with the Methodist church recently because they are the leader of “give in to the 
worlds ways and surrender to the world’s ways”. My brothers that are trying to do right – 
consider what I say- you have been deceived by this churchism that at one point was a righteous 
church but has declined to a depth of no understanding. I pray for you to leave the dead 
Methodist or other dead denomingations or  change it. I have tried for several years, and I have 
failed. Maybe you can do better than me, but they are coming out of seminaries with these 
strange world views that don’t fit the word of God.  

What can I say to you? The enemy is at large and is determined to destroy the kingdom of God. 
The question though is are you personally deceived or are you just going along with the crowd? 
You know I have seen the western movies about someone being accused of a crime but have 
been judged by the mob of people without considering the evidence and have convicted on 
emotions. Are you being carried along with the crowd of the world today are you considering the 
word of God and His truth which is full of the evidence of the gospel.  



I have written many articles about the church of today but mostly the Methodist church because 
the Lord has put me in the middle of that church for many years. I don’t know how I survived 
before the Lord baptized me in His Holy Spirt and then I finally understood that it by His spirit 
that His kingdom is to move forward. If you have not received this Holy Spirit, then you are 
wandering in the desert of wordliness and churchism.  

So, I begin a new series about the state of the so-called churches of today that have been birthed 
by men that have been given a certain amount of knowledge about the kingdom of God but have 
not received the full information they needed to grasp the whole message for the Lord has 
revealed much since their day. So, I say they had some revelation at their time, but the Lord is 
continuing His truth today. So, churches that have followed men that received a revelation from 
the word have received that word but have closed their Cannon of scripture and have not 
understood that things are changing constantly, and we have not received the final revelation. 

So, I speak to denominations that have followed men that had a word for their time but are not 
the final word for the Word is the final word. Do not be limited by denominational teaching but 
explore the total word of God.  

Forget denominations and go to the word directly. It has much more to say to you when you are 
led by the Holy Spirit. I will be writing more on today’s church if the enemy does not shut me 
down. But I pray for you that the Holy Spirt empower you to understand the total word and not 
what has been passed out by denominational thinking.  

This is the first installment in my message to today’s church. 

I write with brotherly love and hope that your read with brotherly love. 

Howard 
 

 


